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After facing demons and murderers, their greatest task is in front of themâ€”meeting the in-laws.With

her binding to her partners, Benny feels safe and settled. She wants to start her career in the XIA

and make a place in that organization. The past rears up and has other ideas.The binding has its

own issues. Their group has to meet and greet each family they are attached to and try to gain

approval for their union. A different technique is required for each species, and they have to be

ready for anything.True love might win the day, but politics is a pain in the butt.
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I love the concept of this book and the characters. But the story itself is lacking. There really was not

any true plot or action in this book. It was laid like a foundation. I really expected more and from the

authors blurb, it made it sound like this was the last book with Benny and the boys as main

characters. I could have misunderstood, but that is the gist that I got and I was totally disappointed

with the series, and it had so much potential.

The story continues to unfold and I am always wanting more. Benny and her men are interesting

and romantic. This story was not as gripping as the 2nd one but added more information on their



world and the many magical creatures/people who live there. If you have read the first two you will

want to continue, just wish it was longer.

Three Parts Fey, An Obscure Magic Book 3. Benny and her men are bound to one another, and

very happy about it too! Now they must seek the blessings from Trembles Fae family, Argyle's

Vampire King, aka Uncle Matt to Benny, and Andrew's Alpha, who is also his brother in law.

Benny's dad is up on criminal charges for the spell cast on Benny as a newborn that resulted in the

death of several women to find her. That's an interesting bit of legal mumbo jumbo. A fun easy read.

Hope to see new adventures with Benny and her men. Hoping that Jennifer, Leo, Minni, and Freddy

get a story too.

I thought all 3 books in this serious were flat. The author needs an editor, badly. There are

grammatical errors as well as consistency errors. I only read all three because I was bored and

looking for something new to read. The premise seemed like a good one, but was very predictable.

Girl is hot, guys are hot, guys fight over girl, girl chooses all of them. Been there, done that with the

Anita Blake series. The story and plot line would have done much better if the author had flushed

out the more interesting parts, like the demon world and the back history of the main character's

family. Everything seemed very rushed which resulted in the story falling flat.If you want a quick

series read that can be done in one day (I read all 3 in less than 24 hours) then this is for you. If you

want something with more depth, then find something else. I wish I had.

I love this series. It gets better with each book. Viola Grace is an amazing writer. All of her books

have depth of character, great plots, and wonderful descriptions. I will continue to buy her books

and can't wait for the next one.

Like the rest of the Obscure Magic books this one was short. I don't value a book buy the number of

pages but on if enjoyed it enough for the price. I did enjoy this more than enough. However if you

value a book by size then this won't be for you.

This new series has me hooked. I just finished the Three Parts Fey and already want to ask Viola to

write faster. hehe What a wonderful story line. So many twists and turns it can take and I love the

different writing voice for this series. Waiting impatiently for the next one!!!



I didn't find any misspelled or wrong words. Believe me, that alone is a relief.This series is one of

my favorites and I'm excitedly awaiting the next book.Viola Grace is a great story teller.
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